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LAW AND POLITICS IN 
NOSTAPYRAX 

 
The Daemon City of Nostapyrax is a democracy; its 

government divided into various elected commissions, 
committees, and councils. Its central body is the 30 man 

(and daemon) strong Koryph. Both halfbloods and full 
daemons are present at all levels –indeed, many 
humans claim that they dominate proceedings. The 

koryph’s chairman and military leader in time of war is 
known as the daktaar.  

 
City affairs are strongly divided by district. Each district 

of the city (Gullyan, Haak, Witan, etc) is virtually 
autonomous in itself, running its own internal affairs with 

considerable freedom. Each is further divided into 
wards, and elects a koryphian to represent it. There are 

29 wards in total. 
 
Every koryphian (in theory the post itself rather than the 

individual) is served by a staff of assistants called 
‘concilli’ – proxies and administrators, employed rather 

than elected. They assist their koryphian and perform 
the day to day duties of the ward and district, and are 

paid from the pemberian -- voluntary donations made to 
the city by Koryphians and Belamkhans. 

 

THE KORYPH  
The ‘Koryph Major’ has one member for each of the 29 
city wards, and one seat for the leader of the ‘Koryph 

Minor’ – more commonly known as the House of 
Interests. In general it takes a two-thirds majority to get 

anything done (20 votes). Lesser matters are usually 
sent to the House to be discussed before the Koryph 
Major has the final debate and decision. That House 

typically returns with several opinions or options for the 
Koryph to vote on.  

 
The Daktaar ‘chairs’ meetings but does not vote unless 

the Koryph is tied (in the daktaar’s absence the Speaker 
of Interests fills this role). The daktaar is elected by the 

koryphians from among themselves, and in peacetime 
his duties are mainly to keep debates moving and 

prevent deadlocks and petty squabbling.  
 
In time of war or great emergency however, the daktaar 

can be voted the “Right of the Overlord” – unilateral 
executive power -- during which the Koryph become 

mere “advisors”. The Right of the Overlord lasts for up 
to a year before power returns to the Koryph (even if 

the city is still at war). 

The Koryph’s power stems from “the general esteem 

and prestige of its elected members” rather than any 
sense of divine right or threat of personal power, so 

maintaining respectability is (usually) a key requirement 
of the post. The Koryph can in fact strip koryphians of 
their status if they are proven to behave contrary to the 

Charter -- which includes maintaining the good repute of 
both the city and the Koryph. 

 
Each year, one ward of each district has an election, so 

the length of time each koryphian serves can vary quite 
widely (and districts with many wards are highly prized 

and fought over). Koryphians are elected by general 
vote, which is open to all citizens who have dwelled in a 

district for seven years or more (recorded by census). 
 

THE HOUSE OF INTERESTS 

The House of Interests is made up of representatives 

from various factions and power blocks in the city, 
arranged into ‘councils of interest’ (the council of 
temples, council of the magi; colonies, merchant cartels, 

military leaders, etc). Some Koryphians actually sit in 
both the Koryph and one or more Interests, and a 

koryphian will often be assigned to lead a committee 
made up of one or more Interests, from proper drainage 

or tax on alcohol, to dealing with dangerous artefacts or 
whether or the benefits of going to war.  

 
The House of Interests is mostly comprised of 

Belamkhans – rich and ancient families, ‘Koryphians in 
training’ and the nearest thing to nobility in the city. A 
number of arbiters (see below) also lead various lesser 

committees. 
 

DISTRICT COUNCILS 
The Koryphians of each ward form the ‘District Interest’, 

a council that runs the day-to-day business of its district 
-- gathering and spending taxes and pemberians, 

paying soldiery, and coordinating the work of Tremallu 
and Concilli. Individual traditions (and levels of 

cooperation) vary hugely between districts.  
 

Since district councils often vote together, the District 
Interests form the basic building blocks of the koryph’s 

(many) factions. 
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THE TREMALLU 
CONTROVERSY 

Not everyone is a fan of the Tremallu: Many people 
see it as just a skin-deep repainting of the old ways 

of patronage, and point to the personal relationship 
between many tremallu and koryphians, and the 

influence of the Koryph on Tremallu Hall, as proof. 
 

Other citizens have experienced being run 
roughshod over by tremallu with no consideration for 

niceties; or experienced vandalism, trespass, or 
violence later justified as “for the good of the state”. 
 

THE TREMALLU 
 

Drawn from all races and walks of life, the tremallu are 
agents charged with maintaining the freedom, 

independence, and prosperity of the city. Their powers 
enshrined in the Charters are somewhat loosely defined; 

most are granted considerable autonomy, and the 
approach of different individuals varies greatly. Some 

koryphians keep their tremallu on a tight leash, while 
others let them get away with murder (sometimes 
literally). 

 

ADMINISTRATION 

Although closely tied to the Koryph and their individual 
sponsors, the Tremallu are (at least in theory) 

independent of any given Koryphian or Committee.  
 

Each Tremallu Hall is run by an Arbiter-in-Chief, who in 
turn answers to the Council of High Arbiters. Koryphian’s 

certainly have great influence, and it is the Koryph that 
make the Law, but they can’t actually give orders to the 
Tremallu – only requests, and this is a privilege now 

enshrined in the core assertions of the Charter.  
 

DUTIES  
The tremallu’s primary responsibilities are: 
 

 Proactively investigate breaches of the Charter. 

 Maintain general law and order, in conjunction with 
Watch Cartels and Umbruc 

 Assist Arbiters by gathering evidence and 
testimony, dealing with high profile prisoners, etc. 

 Coordinate criminal cases that cross district 
boundaries (& unofficially those that cross wards) 

 Act as liaison between citizens and visitors and the 

watch cartels, umbrucs, consilli, Koryph, Tremallu 
Hall and other bodies, especially in the resolving of 

problems and disputes. 

 Investigate matters pertinent to the city’s freedom 

and prosperity of ward, district, or the city as a 
whole (on their own initiative or as commanded by 

an appropriate body).  

 Provide general assistance to both natives and 

foreign visitors, as required. 
 
Officially, tremallu are consilli of their ward, serving the 

‘office’ of their local koryphian rather than any specific 
individual. A tremallu’s actions are ultimately backed 

(and often strongly directed) by their local koryphian 
however, who provides both authority and sanction for 

their actions. Because of this, many tremallu have a very 
personal relationship with their koryphian, and keep it 

even after they leave their post. 

Tremallu were once direct servants of powerful lords, 
but the city has made a concerted effort to move away 

from this model in the last few centuries. Technically the 
tremallu are independently administered, but great 

weight is still (usually) given to Arbiter and Koryphian 
opinions. Some koryphians virtually run their local 

Tremallu Hall…Like so much in Pyraxian politics; it’s all 
about the individuals involved.  

 

RESOURCES 
The resources available to different tremallu vary 

significantly -- but usually reflect the wealth and status 
of their patron koryphian. Food and lodging is the usual 
minimum (both functional but not exactly salubrious), 

but if the local koryphian takes an active interest or like 
of his or her tremallu, they can receive much, much 

more. 
 

It’s normal for tremallu to be supported by one or more 
of the following means: 
 

Koryphian Sponsorship: Direct payment by a 

Koryphian (or technically his office)  

Pemberian: Voluntary donation by people in the 

area that the Tremallu lives and works (usually after a 

temallu has achieved a high profile success) 

Reward: for specific duties on behalf of the Koryph, 

some committee or Interest, or private individual. 

Self-Supported: Either by having their own day-

to-day job when not working for the city (a surprisingly 

common arrangement among the less adventurous and 
semi-retired Tremallu), or by being sufficiently moneyed 

in their own right so as to not require further financing.
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The local Tremallu Hall usually has a supply of basic 
equipment and services that its members can draw 

upon; things like laundry and armour repairs, and the 
paper and ink required for the Hall’s near-countless 

reports. Needed items can simply be requisitioned from 
any shop or craftsman in the city, and the charge 

directed to the Koryph. The Halls comes down very 
heavily on suspected abuses of this right. 

 
AUTHORITY 

All Tremallu answer to one or more of the following: 
 

Arbiter-in-Chief of the relevant district, who 

runs the local Tremallu Hall (the most common 
arrangement) 
 

Koryphian usually the office/individual that 

sponsored and pays their pemberian (also common, at 
least unofficially)  

 

Principal An arbiter or tremallu in charge of a 

particular case or issue. 
 

Ranking Tremallu, every Tremallu is also 

expected to show ‘due deference and cooperation’ to 

the requests of higher ranked tremallu, and to all 
arbiters and koryphians. 

 
Day-to-day coordination of tremallu duties is done via 

‘Tremallu Hall’, which also doubles as a gaol, census 
store, and district courthouse 
(staffed by consilli from each 

ward in the district). The Hall 
also maintains the census and 

tax records, deals with 
mercenary companies and 

watch cartels, monitors local 
umbrucs for breeches of 

Charter, and deals with other 
district administration and law 
enforcement. 

 

POWERS 
Tremallu authority includes, but is not limited to, the 
following powers set out in the Charter of Tremulos: 

 

Right of Investigation: The ability to question 

anyone -- although additional time, paperwork, or 
authorisation may be required depending on the 

statuses of the suspect, the investigating tremallu, and 
their koryphian. It is considered bad form to refuse a 

tremallu request, however. 
 

Right of Entry: Tremallu can go just about 

anywhere under the remit of investigating breaches of 

the Charters, but may need to justify such intrusions. As 
usual, exactly what’s required and how much trouble 
they get in depends on exactly who is involved. 

 

Right of Binding covers the arrest and detention 

of criminals. Those arrested have the right to be held at 

a watch cartel gaol or Tremallu Hall (not just 
kidnapped!) and to have their case reviewed by an 
arbiter within a reasonable length of time (tremallu do 

NOT have the right to judge or sentence prisoners).  
 

Right of Action: This controversial power is 

essentially permission to take “executive action” to 

uphold the security, prosperity, and freedom of 
Nostapyrax and its people. They certainly have to justify 

it to their boss, but in theory a Tremallu can do just 
about anything on their own initiative, so long as they 

can demonstrate it was “for the good of the city.” 
 

Right of Representation: Tremallu represent 

the city and its justice. They can act as either 

prosecution or defence, or represent a witness in court. 
Other people can do this, but it’s specifically part of a 

tremallu’s remit to provide help in this regard. 
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TREMALLU OF THE HAAK 
By way of example and to clarify for our long-
suffering playtesters, here are some NPCs from the 

Haak campaign, and their respective ranks: 
 

Pio: Currently ‘unsashed’ (suspended from duty), 

Pio is reduced to ‘white sash’ status until restored 

or expelled from the order. Previously he was a Gold 
Sash, thanks to the conspicuous gallantry in 

defending the Koryph from attack. 
 

Nikanef: Formerly a Silver Sash, now ‘unsashed’ 

pending investigation into his behavior. 
 
Arbiter Cernau: Arbiter for the Dock Ward; 

Principal of the Foreign Intelligence Committee, and 

Arbiter-In-Chief of the Haak’s Tremallu Hall (and 
tipped for the position of High Arbiter when he 
retires). 

 

Arbiter Scipio: Arbiter of the Exchequer 

Ward, and de facto Principal for “dealings with 

Ulema, the Faceless One” (a full time job everyone 
is very happy for him to have). 

 

Arbiter Zamaragdus: Arbiter of the Tears 

of Fire, specialist in trade law and daemonic 
bargains in particular. Also Principal for Daemonic 
Integration, a committee he chairs in the House of 

Interests. 
 

Tremallu Sif Darkeyes:: A Gold-sash 

Tremallu, sponsored by Koryphian the Matrine 
Solux. Sif, a naturalized Dummonii, has worked 
directly under Cernau for several years now and is 

known for her determination and loyalty and no-
nonsense approach to carrying out her duties. 

RANKS 
Given their broad powers, the tremallu are a surprisingly 
loose organisation, but their ranks at least are 

standardised. They generally wear a coloured sash that 
serves as a badge of office, but this is not a 
requirement. 

 

White Sash: Technically not tremallu at all, the 

white sash is worn by citizens seeking to become so – a 

public statement of intent. White sashes are taken as 
apprentices by existing Tremallu or other consilli, so 
they can get a feel for how the system works and what 

will be required of them. They have no actual powers at 
all but can nevertheless be found doing many minor 

duties. 
 

After at least a year, a white sash may petition a 
koryphian to sponsor them for genuine tremallu status. 

After whatever tests and examinations their sponsor 
deems appropriate, the tremallu faces the traditional 

‘Testing Night’ challenge (a sort of scavenger hunt 
designed to test their attitude and abilities), and if 
successful receive a silver sash. 

 

Silver Sash: A silver sash has the full rights and 

responsibilities of a tremallu, but can be over-ridden by 
anyone holding the more experienced Gold Sash. 

 

Gold Sash:  Gold or “full sash” status can be 

earned by dedicated but inglorious service of about five 

years. A few earn it sooner, thanks to conspicuous 
dedication or great service to the state.  
 

As particularly experienced or talented agents, they 
have no more power than their colleagues but much 

more responsibility (and usually the respect to match). 
They lead teams of silver sashes, front major 

investigations, and also do most undercover and 
espionage work. 

 

Arbiter:  Arbiters are senior law enforcers; primarily 

judges charged with ‘arbitrating’ both civil and criminal 
cases, and examining the nuances and loopholes of the 

Charters. Most arbiters have a speciality, and judge 
cases of that kind. They also act as directors of large-

scale investigations, and administrate important matters 
regarding enforcement of the Charters, such as 
overseeing prisons, watch cartel licensing, or the like. 

 
Both gold sashes and arbiters can also be assigned as 
‘Principals’ by Tremallu Hall, often at the request of the 
Koryph or House of Interests. Principals are appointed 

to act as overseers, duty managers, assessors, or task 

force leaders for specific matters; for example “dockside 
crime”, “counter-espionage” or “Charter review”.  
 

High Arbiter: A committee of very senior arbiters 

often retired from other duties, which form the ‘Council 
of the High Arbiters’ in the House of Interests (one 

member from each district). They are Nostapyrax’s 
supreme court, monitor internal affairs, and deal with 

disputes and investigations involving koryphians or the 
Koryph itself. High Arbiter positions are for life. 


